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From the President

On World Water Day, March 22nd, I made a presentation to

a group of grade 5, 6 and 7 students at Winnipeg Beach

School. Water is very much on their minds. The students

were keenly aware of the issues facing Lake Winnipeg,

particularly phosphates. The Education Committee, under

Dr. Lyle Lockhart’s leadership has been busy developing

educational PowerPoint presentations geared for senior and

middle school students. There is no end of requests by

individuals, groups, schools and politicians for presentations.

As we travel about we are

amazed at the widespread

lack of knowledge about

Lake Winnipeg and its

watershed. People are

surprised to learn that all

of the following have Lake

Winnipeg in common: the tourist watching Bow Glacier melt

in Banff; a Montana rancher with a feedlot on the Old Man

River; the 1,000,000 cattle on feedlot alley in southern

Alberta; a farmer irrigating land in
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central and southern Saskatchewan; picnickers and swimmers at

Batoche; a farmer in Minnedosa; First Nations people hunting

and fishing in the Interlake; a pig farmer in the Steinbach area; a

fisher in the northwest angle of the Lake of the Woods; a cottager

in Kenora; farmers in North and South Dakota, and Minnesota;

the citizens of Winnipeg. In fact over 5,000,000 people, hundreds

of industries, tens of millions of farm animals and untold

numbers of wildlife have Lake Winnipeg in common. We need to

get the message out about our collective responsibility for the

future of Lake Winnipeg.

Education and advocacy are only two components of the

Foundation’s work. You can continue to support the work of the

LWF through membership renewal or a direct financial gift, both

of which are tax deductible, or by offering your time and skills on

events or in sub-committee work.  Encourage your friends and acquaintances in their

support of the LWF though the purchase of memberships and financial gifts. I look

forward to seeing many of you at the LWF events coming up this summer.

From the Editor

For all of us, the foundation’s board and members, giving our attention and care to Lake

Winnipeg is a learning process. In this process we’ve been discovering how our individual

choices and actions add up to a positive difference for the lake. Piece by piece, these

contributions effect a change for the better. While the importance of this

approach cannot be overstated, we have another task at hand:

namely, to keep an eye on the big picture.

Because water quality is an issue all over the world, when we

step back to consider the plight of Lake Winnipeg in a larger

context we find that we are not alone. In fact, various models

have been created to restore environmental health in other

places and there are valuable lessons to be learned from these

success stories. One such success is featured in this edition of

The Watershed Observer. In it Dr. Thompson describes the

role of Lake-wide Management Plans in the Great Lakes and

how a collaborative process involving the coordinated efforts of

government, scientists and citizens achieved an unequivocal turnaround there. Such ideas



may well inform the design of an overarching plan for Lake Winnipeg. So, while each of us

continues in our individual efforts, let’s also keep our sights on the need for large-scale,

concerted action.

Backgrounder

The map shown on the back page of this newsletter has appeared many times in diverse

government reports and in scientific and popular presentations. However, almost no one

knows where it came from.  I retired from the Department of Fisheries and Oceans in

2001 and the map was made for me by a young woman, Marta Wojnarowska, who worked

in the same department for a time.  (I don’t remember the exact date but it was during the

earliest days of the formation of the Lake Winnipeg Research Consortium, about 1998.)

Marta had no problem with the Canadian part of the watershed but she had to download

data from different U.S. federal and state agencies in order to include the U.S. sections.

Then she had to knit them together with each other and with the Canadian data in order

to produce the composite international version. Map data have become easier to obtain

these days but it was no simple task at the time. Marta knew just about everything about

manipulating geographic data to produce beautiful maps, but she was relatively new to

Canada and she made a mistake spelling Saskatchewan.  Her first version of the map had

Saskatchewan  spelled as “Sasketchewan” and neither of us noticed the mistake.  I rushed

off to a scientific presentation where I showed the map and received several requests for

copies.  Unfortunately, I gave out some electronic copies before I noticed the spelling

mistake and electronic files can multiply faster than rabbits. I have seen that original

version with the mistake intact shown at conferences and probably some copies of it are

still being used even now. I guess relatively few people ever noticed the mistake.  When I

noticed it, Marta corrected it immediately for future versions.� We intended to add the

internal drainages within the western part of the watershed but we never got around to

doing that before Marta moved on to new career challenges in Calgary. Several drainage

maps often shown at conferences include the whole Nelson River drainage because they

reach all the way to Hudson Bay and sometimes people confuse them with the Lake

Winnipeg watershed. We wanted to restrict our coverage to the Lake Winnipeg watershed

and that is contained in the ‘orange’ part of the map. I mentioned this little bit of history

to someone at a meeting recently and he suggested that it might make an interesting bit for

our newsletter.

Lyle Lockhart



Celebrate the Lake
A regular space for items of all sorts that illustrate the

wonders of the lake

This is Niamh O’Sullivan for Discovery Kids with an interview about the Red River.
Featuring the ancient one Vert Bush and P. Uddle a water drop.

Niamh: (to V. Bush)…. when did you first see the Red River and what did you think
when you saw it?

V. Bush: Well I first saw the Red River a long time ago when I was just a little seed
flying in the wind, searching for my perfect home. When I first saw it I thought,
“Wow this is it, the perfect place to make my home. Lots of nice rich soil, birds and
other creatures to keep me company and lots of water too!” You see this was a lot
of years before people polluted it. The water was still muddy and murky brown but
that was fine because we trees love soil. We do however hate garbage and oil and
pollution in general. We don’t hate that stuff the way you might hate vegetables (I
don’t know why you would ever hate them though) we hate pollution because it kills
us. So is that a good answer to your question Niamh?

Niamh: Yes! Yes! It was. I was just thinking how do you talk because it doesn’t look
like you have a mouth.

V. Bush: Ummm…. Aren’t we getting off topic here?

Niamh: Well yes I suppose so. P. Uddle do you have the answer to my question:

P. Uddle: Yes I do. I first saw the river centuries ago when the first flood happened.
You see a group of water drops like me threw a party but only a few million water
drops were invited So I went to the Red River thinking only a few drops would be
there. Little did I know that others heard about it. About 50 billion water drops had
crashed the party. It was a Welcome Spring party to be held at Lake Winnipeg and
the fastest and easiest way to get there was by the Red River. Eager droplets
melted quickly forgetting the melt slow rule and soon the River was overflowing its
banks. When I first laid eyes on the River I thought,  “Wow this is big!” but that
was nothing compared to how big the Red river got on the year of 1826, which for
your information is the biggest flood of the 19th century.



 (The above is an excerpt from a piece written by Niamh O’Sullivan, a grade six student at

J.B. Mitchell School in Winnipeg. Her composition was entered in the Rivers West Word

and Art Contest celebrating the designation of the Red River as a Canadian Heritage

River. Niamh placed third in the Word category of the grades 3-6 section of the contest.

This piece grew out of a project at her school on the Red river as part of the Lake

Winnipeg watershed. See the complete version on our website in the near future.)

The following poem and illustration were created by Cordelia who is a grade 5 student at

Winnipeg Beach School and a member of the Gimli and District K-Kids Club.



“The watershed approach

was widely accepted as a

necessary practice to achieve

environmental restoration

and protection.”

Illuminating LaMPs

Fishable, swimable, drinkable – Is that what citizens want for Lake Winnipeg? Well,

that is what Toronto citizens decided were the goals of their community plan for the

Toronto watershed, which was embedded in the larger Lake-wide Management Plan

(LaMP) for Lake Ontario. Their goals for safe and healthy water to drink and swim and fish

in, called a Remedial Action Plan, focused research and action of government, scientists

and citizens.

What do the people of Manitoba want for their waterways and for Lake Winnipeg?

Definitely the goal of Manitoba’s six point action plan to reduce nitrogen and

phosphorous loads to pre-1970’s levels will benefit Lake

Winnipeg and its many waterways.. It is a good start at the

provincial level but a lake-wide plan would be great for

Lake Winnipeg as it would commit federal funds and bring

in all levels of government to a visionary process. Under

the historic environmental Great Lakes Water Quality

Agreement (GLWQA) between the United States and Canada, a commitment was made to

address the water quality issues of the Great Lakes. This required all levels of government

to work together to develop a co-ordinated research and action plan for the province.

There are also requirements for public participation and working at the local level by

developing plans for areas where beneficial uses (e.g., swimming, wildlife habitat, drinking,

fishing, boating, etc) have been impaired. The purpose of the GLWQA is to “restore and

maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the waters of the Great Lakes

Basin Ecosystem.” Human health was paramount. The plans focus initially on critical

pollutants such as phosphorous, nitrogen, mercury, etc. They “embody a systematic and

comprehensive ecosystem approach to restoring and protecting beneficial uses...they are to

serve as an important step toward virtual elimination of persistent toxic substances....” The

watershed approach was widely accepted as a necessary practice to achieve environmental

restoration and protection.

Would a management plan at both the local and lake level help focus research and

action to remediate Lake Winnipeg? Each of Ontario’s Great Lakes developed a lake-wide

management plan, as well as a number of community plans for areas of concern, due to

loss of beneficial uses of the lake. This community level plan harnessed citizen action to

make a difference in their local community, while not losing sight of the larger watershed

picture. People are most invested in change where they work and live and want to see their

waterway improved. Despite many people believing that Toronto and Hamilton Harbour

were so polluted that this water would never be safe to drink or swim in again, many

citizens and schools got involved in developing a community plan to remediate their



“Rather than waiting for the problem

to be thoroughly defined, the current

body of knowledge was used to

develop remedial actions that could

be implemented and then amended as

better information became available.”

waterway. As an avid swimmer, sailor and resident of Toronto Island for many years, I can

tell you that the local actions taken (combined sewer overflow corrections, increasing

storage capacity of sewage treatment plan, etc)

made a huge difference at both the local and lake

level. The beaches on Lake Ontario in Toronto

rarely close now. Similarly, in Manitoba, local

action makes a difference at the lake level. For

example, the Manitoba Environmental Farm Plan

has individual farmers improving environmental

management, which has great potential to change the watershed. However, unlike Australia

which has all environmental farm plans organized around watersheds and waterways, only

some farm plans are linked to conservation areas in Manitoba. Watershed planning efforts

can focus on improving their local waterways. These actions ultimately contribute to lake

conditions.

So what does developing a lake-wide management plan and remedial action plan

involve? Typically, a plan has four stages, namely: 1) defining problems and community

vision/goals; 2) determining targets (e.g., load reductions for phosphorous, nitrogen

and/or toxic chemicals); 3) selecting remedial measures;

and 4) monitoring for impairment of beneficial uses until

eliminated. These stages are an integrated process rather

than a sequential one.  When I was a researcher for

Environment Canada working on Lake Ontario and later

Lake Superior’s Lake-wide Management Plans, rather

than waiting for the problem to be thoroughly defined,

the current body of knowledge was used to develop

remedial actions that could be implemented and then

amended as better information became available. By

having a diverse group of citizens and scientists from

multidisciplinary backgrounds the problem was not

limited to solely critical pollutants and their impacts but

also included human and ecosystem health, quality of

life, environmental protection and natural resource

management. Community members and scientists from multidisciplinary fields provided

input to define each of these stages.  by Dr. Shirley Thompson.

Dr. Thompson, a member of the faculty at the Natural Resource Institute at the University of Manitoba,

served as the technical advisor and consultant on toxic chemicals, pollution prevention and industrial health

to a Binational Forum on lake-wide management plans for both Lake Ontario and Lake Superior.



What’s The Catch?

Lake Winnipeg supports the largest commercial  freshwater fishery in Canada west of the

Great Lakes. Over the past few years the lake’s fishers have been reporting that the fishing

is fantastic. In fact, since the late 1990’s the catch of walleye (pickerel) has been steadily

increasing to the point where we are seeing record catches. This picture of a robust and

thriving fishery is in stark contrast to the dismal reports and headlines underscoring the

lake’s declining health. At first glance it seems that there is a contradiction. It doesn’t make

sense – until you take a closer look, that is.

Eutrophication, an overabundance of algae, occurs when a lake is overfed by nutrients such

as phosphorus. This leads to an increase in the overall productivity of a lake. We can think

of nutrients as plant food for algae. More algae means more food for the little creatures

(zooplankton) that eat it and, in turn, the fish that eat the zooplankton.

So, more algae causes life to prosper all the way up the food chain. But is there a point at

which this is no longer sustainable? This is a question that troubles scientists. Based on

historical data which show a cyclical rise and fall in fish populations, there should be a

decline by now. But the upward trend continues and it is this unflagging climb that has

raised concern and questions about whether it is sustainable.

An ecosystem is a complex and dynamic system subject to many variables and influences.

With that in mind, let’s take a look at some of the factors that encourage fish numbers.

One of these includes high water levels in the spring. Such years provide favourable

conditions for the success of spring-spawning fish. As well, in the north basin, the invasion



of rainbow smelt has proved to be a significant source of food to the walleye there. Also,

careful resource management strategies contribute to the fishery’s strength. An example of

such a strategy is the control on fish net mesh size so that fish have a chance to mature and

spawn before becoming large enough to catch. The influence of water levels, increased prey

and conservation measures are known and understood.

But what about eutrophication? While algae is definitely a natural part of the ecosystem, is

there a point at which there is simply too much? Scientific literature suggests that this,

indeed, is the case. Studies based elsewhere showed an increase in fish populations

corresponding to increased eutrophication. However, once a certain level of eutrophication

was exceeded, the fish numbers began a steady decline. This ‘tipping point’ and its

implications are worrisome considering the high level of eutrophication in Lake Winnipeg.

Clearly, Lake Winnipeg’s fishery is extremely important in economic terms as well as

ecological. At this point there are no clear answers about how continued eutrophication

might impact this fishery in this particular ecosystem. However, taking a precautionary

stance that recognizes the potential threat to fish that nutrient overload poses, we must

take immediate action to limit our nutrient loads to the lake.

by Joy MacLean

Many thanks to Warren Coughlin, Interlake Regional Fisheries Manager, for explaining

this subject.



On The Horizon
Coming events of interest to anyone who loves the lake!

LWF Annual General Meeting  &

Presentation on Groundwater

10:30  A.M. on Saturday June 9, 2007

Matlock Recreational Club, 77 Matlock Road, Matlock

Guest speaker Mr. Bob Betcher groundwater expert for the Province.

Come out to learn all about your water supply quality, quantity and safety.

Lake ‘n Life

Hey kids! Come out to learn about the lake and have some fun!

Monday, July 9, 2007 and again on Monday, August 13, 2007

From 10 A.M. to 11:30 A.M.

Matlock Community Club, 165 Community Road, Matlock



Power Point Presentation

Friday July 11,, 2007 at 7 P.M.

Victoria Beach Community Club in Victoria Beach

Dr. Lyle Lockhart will discuss the lake’s problems, solutions and what you can

do to help.

Live Lake Movie Night

Featuring Al Gore’s documentary ‘An Inconvenient Truth’

Friday July 20, 2007 at 7:30 P.M.

Matlock Community Club, 165 Community Road, Matlock

Followed by a discussion with Dr. Lyle Lockhart

about the effects of global warming on the lake.

Live Lake Benefit Concert III

TBA – Please watch for details!

Walkathon

Proposed date: Sunday, Sept. 2, 2007

Volunteers Needed! Please contact DonWinstone at 389-4141

Thank You
We would like to thank all our members and to our donors for their contributions towards

the financial surplus we achieved. A complete audited statement will be presented at our

AGM. Also, a huge thanks goes out to the many people who have volunteered their time

and talent to our many projects and undertakings.

The Foundation achieved official charity status in 2006 and is able to issue official tax

receipts. You can support the Foundation with Immediate Gifts ( by cheque, Visa or

Mastercard  or gifts of securities) or Planned Gifts  through charitable annuities, wills or

bequests, publicly traded securities and life insurance. Your continued support would be

much appreciated.



LWF Activities (since October 2006)

November 2006

Presentation to Grades 6, 7 and 8 science students at St. John’s High School, Winnipeg

(Robin Mather)

Presentation to Rotary

Club of Winnipeg-

Assiniboine, Gordon

Assiniboine Inn (Lyle

Lockhart)

Two presentations at the

Forum on impacts of

climate change, Park

Theatre, Osborne St.,

Winnipeg (Robin

Mather and Lyle

Lockhart)

Distributed the

newsletter’s third volume, “The Watershed Observer” by regular mail; PDF version

available for electronic distribution.

January 2007

Cheque issued to East Interlake Conservation District in support of water quality

monitoring programs in streams within the District using abundance and diversity of

benthic invertebrate animals as measures of stream quality.

Presentation to Minister of Water Stewardship and Caucus of New Democratic Party,

Legislative Building, Winnipeg.

Showing of video “An Inconvenient Truth” and oral discussion, St. Chad’s Anglican

Church, Assiniboia Christian Centre, Portage Avenue and Rouge Road, Winnipeg.

A delegate (Bruce Smith) and poster presentation, Red River Basin Commission, 24th

annual conference, Fargo, North Dakota.



“Phosphorous going

into lake from yard”

“No Phosphorous

going into the lake”

Presentation to Leader of the Official Opposition and caucus of the Progressive

Conservative Party, Legislative Building, Winnipeg.

February 2007

A delegate (Lyle Lockhart) attended the “Lake Winnipeg Forum: Bringing the Basin

Together” hosted by the Red River Basin Commission for the former Lake Winnipeg

Implementation Committee at the Inn at the Forks, Winnipeg.

A delegate (Lyle Lockhart) attended the annual science workshop hosted by the Lake

Winnipeg Research Consortium and made a PowerPoint presentation.

Presentation to Kairos group, St. Peter’s Anglican Church, Grant Avenue, Winnipeg.

March 2007

Presentation to the Kildonan Ministerial Association, Winnipeg.

Presentation to Grades 5,6 & 7 students, Winnipeg Beach School, National Water Day

Celebrations.

Delegate attended Canadian Water

Resources Association luncheon

(Holiday Inn, Winnipeg)

presentation by Wm Barlow,

chairman of the newly reappointed

Lake Winnipeg Stewardship Board.

Delegate attended screening of

National Film Board presentation

for International Water Day.  Oral

presentations by two local experts

(Dr. Eva Pip, Dr. Bill Paton)

followed, University of Winnipeg.

Presentation to Kairos group,

Churchill Park United Church,

Beresford St., Winnipeg.

Delegate attended a showing of “An Inconvenient Truth” and provide commentary and

answer questions.  St. Peter’s Anglican Church, Grant Avenue, Winnipeg.



April 2007

Presentation to 55-plus group,

Westwood Presbyterian

Church, Westwood and

Browning, Winnipeg.

Showing of “An Inconvenient

Truth” and commentary, St.

Mary’s Anglican Church,

Roblin Blvd., Winnipeg.

May 2007

Presentation to Air Canada Retirees Association, St. James Legion, Portage Avenue,

Winnipeg.

Showing of “An Inconvenient Truth” and commentary, St. James Anglican Church,

Collegiate St. Winnipeg.
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A Really Big Watershed!

Lake Winnipeg’s watershed (shown in orange) is almost

1 million square kilometres.

When measured by surface area, it is the 10th largest

freshwater lake in the world.

Millions of acres of productive agricultural cropland

drain to the lake.

Almost 7 million people live in the watershed plus

several times more farm animals.

Water drains into Lake Winnipeg from four provinces

and four states.



LWF Membership Application Form

Please note: Membership dues are eligible for an

official tax receipt.

Name ________________________________

Mailing Address _______________________

_____________________________________

Email _______________________________

I would prefer to receive my newsletters by email (PDF

format) ___

Phone (______)______________

Membership Dues:

Adult (Individual)    Family       Student

__1 year $30      __1 year $45      __1 year $15

__2 years $50          __2 years $75     __2 years $25

Method of Payment:

__Cash   __Money Order   __Cheque

__Visa    __Mastercard

#_____________________________________

Expiry Date______ /______

Name on Card__________________________

Please mail Membership Application Form to:

Lake Winnipeg Foundation

Box 450   Matlock, MB   R0C 2B0

I would prefer to receive my newsletters by email (PDF

format)___


